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Modelling Desert Dune Fields Based on Discrete Dynamics
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A mathematical formulation is developed to model the dynamics of sand dunes. The physical processes
display strong non-linearity that has been taken into account in the model. When assessing the success
of such a model in capturing physical features we monitor morphology, dune growth, dune migration
and spatial patterns within a dune field. Following recent advances, the proposed model is based on a
discrete lattice dynamics approach with new features taken into account which reflect physically
observed mechanisms.
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INTRODUCTION
Mathematical modelling is now a common tool in many
fields of study. In some areas reconstruction techniques are
used to develop a model from known data to improve our
understanding of physical interactions, while others
employ models to predict future states, for example,
possible hazards. In the geoscientific field, the usefulness
of mathematical modelling has been widely recognised
through its applications to such topics as hill slope
evolution, river morphology and sea level change (see for
example Woldenberg (1985) and Anderson (1988)). Here
we are interested in the morphology, dune growth,
downwind migration and spatial patterns which form in a
sand field, where we aim to qualitatively and quantitatively mimic real dunes and also to identify the physical
features which play the most important role.
Dune fields show fascinating features which attract the
research attention of many scientists. For geographers a
dune field is of prominent interest since it is a typical
landform where aeolian processes dominate. Such aeolian
landforms are estimated to cover about one-fourth of the
earth surface (Livingstone and Warren, 1996 p1).
Furthermore, dune fields are also found on Mars (Greeley
and Iversen, 1985 and Edgett and Malin, 2000) and Venus
(Greeley et al., 1992). For physicists the dynamic, selforganised patterns in which we can see, for example,
regular spacing with embedded defects, are very

attractive. In terms of physics, a dune field is a typical
non-linear open system (for an introductory review of
this viewpoint see Werner (1999)). While in engineering,
a knowledge of the formation of dune fields is still
important today because we are now hoping to exploit
these vast areas of land for example by introducing
networks of roads and pipelines.
Although vegetation and pre-existing topography play
significant roles in dune formation in some areas (see for
example Cooke et al. (1993)), we simplify the problem
here by restricting our attention to dunes in a perfectly dry
and initially almost flat desert. These dunes are called free
dunes. In such a dune field, any landform is a result of
recurring interaction between wind flow over the dune
field, topography, and gravity. Despite much field work
(for example Kocurek et al. (1992)), only a few modelling
attempts have succeeded even in reproducing a single
dune.
A typical dune field extends for hundreds of kilometres,
and takes many thousands of years to form, so that the
study of dune-scale geomorphology cannot rely on well
defined experiments. The alternative is to assume a set of
plausible physical processes based on observations, create
a model, and then compare simulated results to nature.
Analytical results are typically not available. Difficulties arise due to the strong non-linearity involved in the
system, which includes wind flow over a dune field
expressed by the Navier – Stokes equation, sand transport
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FIGURE 1 Schematic views of typical dunes: (a) dome dune, (b) barchan dune, (c) transverse dune, (d) linear dune, (e) star dune and (f) network dune.
((a)–(e) after McKee, 1979; (f) after Cooke et al., 1993). Arrows show the predominant wind directions.

induced by wind and sudden deformation by gravity
known as avalanching, the latter leading to non-smooth
dynamics. Since the work of Bak et al. (1987),
avalanching has been intensively studied in relation to
Self-Organised Criticality (SOC) (Bak, 1996). Yet, some
characteristic features of dunes, such as strong asymmetric
profile, need theory which goes beyond linear analysis.
To describe the evolution of such a system starting from
first principles we have to consider momentum conservation of the system comprised of air and sand grains.
However no such equation is yet available. Even if we can
consider wind flow and sand transport separately, it is
extremely difficult to solve the Navier –Stokes equation,
even in the case of an isolated single dune on a flat surface
(Howard and Walmsley, 1985; Wippermann and Gross,
1985; Zeman and Jensen, 1988; Weng et al., 1991; Stam,
1997; van Dijk et al., 1999). In the case of a dune field
comprising many dunes with different shapes, it is almost

impossible to calculate the wind flow with the same
accuracy as in the case of a single dune. Furthermore, we
have to solve these equations under moving boundary
conditions as dunes grow, in a three-dimensional space
(x, y, z ).
Tracking dune evolution by calculating wind flow over
a dune field each time is therefore practically impossible.
To simulate dune fields, our approach is through
phenomenological models based not on detailed physical
processes, but on simplified rules which, nevertheless
correctly reflect observations.
Significant progress has been made by the introduction
of two models by Nishimori and Duchi (1993), Nishimori
et al. (1998), and Werner (1995) (also see Momiji et al.,
2000 for a review). They both assume that a dune field can
be considered as an accumulation of sand “slabs”
(artificially introduced sand blocks) piled in a twodimensional horizontal lattice, and that the movement of
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these slabs can be used to simulate wind directional sand
transport and deformational shaping by gravity. These can
be considered to be the minimal model for describing a
dune field. A similar model for a coastal dune field
comprising alternating sequences of dunes and vegetation
covered areas was developed by de Castro (1995).
Both Nishimori’s and Werner’s models succeeded in
reproducing some types of dunes, and explaining the
relation between dune shape and its formative environment. Incorporating other plausible physical mechanisms
into these minimal models one by one, and comparing
results with observations, it is thought to be possible to
clarify the physical processes involved in a dune field
system, and to develop a more general model that
resembles processes in nature. Unlike Nishimori’s model,
Werner’s model takes into account the time scale
difference between bulk sand transport and avalanching.
In this paper, to aid the reader, dunes and dune field
geomorphology and related aeolian processes are briefly
reviewed. A model is proposed which extends Werner’s
work, introducing physically motivated modifications
making the model results more realistic.

DUNE FIELD GEOMORPHOLOGY AND AEOLIAN
PROCESSES
Classification of Simple (elementary) Dunes
Despite the complexity of wind patterns in nature there are
some recurring features of dune fields that are found in
many different desert regions. Free dunes can be classified
into three basic groups, depending on the alignments of
their crest to the net sand transport, namely transverse,
linear and star dunes. Net sand transport is normal to the
crests for transverse dunes, parallel to the crests for linear
dunes, and towards a central node for star dunes. Within
each of these three categories there can be further
subdivisions.
Transverse Dunes
Dome dune: an isolated, usually transverse dune with
no slip face (Fig. 1(a)).
Barchan dune: a free transverse dune with a crescentic
plan-shape in which the crescent opens downwind (Fig.
1(b)).
Transverse dune: dune ridges with crests transverse to
the dominant wind, which migrate, for the most part, in the
direction of the dominant wind (Fig. 1(c)).
Reversing dunes: transverse dunes that reverse in the
direction as the wind changes through 1808.

Linear Dunes (Fig. 1(d))
Seif dune: a sinuous, sharp-crested, linear dune.
Sand ridge: partly vegetated linear dune, usually large
than a seif.
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Star Dunes
Star dune: a large pyramidal or dome-like dune with
arms (Fig. 1(e)).
Network dune: result of the overlap of a number of
transverse dune systems, each aligned to a different wind
in a complex annual regime (Fig. 1(f)).

Dune Dynamics by Wind and by Gravity
Wind flow over a terrain can be characterised by the wind
shear velocity (u*). An increase in shear velocity against
distance is observed in field experiments for the windward
slope of barchan dunes and of transverse dunes (see for
example Lancaster et al. (1996) and Frank and Kocurek
(1996b)). The wind flow pattern over an isolated gentle
hill surrounded by a plane surface is predicted by the
Jackson– Hunt theory (Jackson and Hunt, 1975). This
theory’s most important result is that there is an increase in
shear velocity over the windward slope and a decline over
the leeward slope. However the applicability of this theory
is limited. For example it cannot predict the reverse flow
in the lee of the slip face.
Sand motion is triggered and maintained by wind shear
stress working on the sand surface. The dominating mode
of sand transport for dune dynamics is a ballistic sand
grain motion called saltation, where the typical leap is
order of centimetres. In saltation-dominated sand transport, the sand flux (q ) is approximately proportional to the
cube of the wind shear velocity ðu3* Þ (Bagnold, 1941). In
the lee of the dune, avalanching occurs when the slope
exceeds a certain angle, typically taken as 338 for dry sand.
This sand transport induced by gravity forms a slip face
with a straight cross section. Theory and laboratory
experiments suggest that this slip face is indeed not a
smooth but a complicated surface, which is a consequence
of avalanches of all sizes (Bak et al., 1987; Bak, 1996). If
the sand is wet, coherent slumping occurs, where a large
area of the slip face surface slides down simultaneously
(Cooke et al., 1993 Figure 23.22).
Transverse dunes and barchan dunes are known to
migrate downwind (+x direction, say) without changing
their shape. Field data show that the lower the dune, the
quicker it migrates (a summary can be found in Cooke
et al. (1993) Figure 23.24). This inverse relation between
dune migration speed (cd) and dune height (H ) was
examined using a dune field model by Nishimori et al.
(1998), and has been theoretically derived by Momiji and
Warren (2000).
Forming Environment of Each Type of Dune
The particular dune type which forms in any particular
vegetation-free environment is primarily determined by
the wind regime. Fryberger (1979) categorised annual
wind patterns into three main regimes; “unimodal”,
“bimodal” and “complex”. In “unimodal” regimes winds
blow from almost the same direction throughout the year.
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proportional to the number of sand slabs piled on each
lattice site (h(i, j )):

hði; jÞ ¼ hði; jÞ=3;

FIGURE 2 Dune type diagram with regard to sand availability and
wind direction variability (after Livingstone and Warren (1996) Figure
5.22). “B”, “I”, “L” and “T” denote respective barchan dunes, isolated
dunes linear dunes and transverse dunes, which are simulated in this
study.

In “bimodal” regimes the seasonal wind distribution
comprises two directions or modes. In “complex” regimes
the wind distribution comprises either more than two
modes or no distinct mode. A relation between bedform
alignment and directionally varying flows was proposed
by Rubin and Hunter (1987). They speculated that
bedforms are aligned such that the gross normal sand
transport throughout the cycle of wind variation is
maximum. This relation was supported with field
observations of aeolian dunes by Lancaster (1991).
The second important factor in determining the dune
type is the amount of sand available for dune building.
Wasson and Hyde (1983) developed a diagram of dune
types with respect to wind variability and sand availability.
Later this diagram was refined by Livingstone and Warren
(1996 Figure 5.22), schematically reproduced here as
Fig. 2 in this paper. The classifications contained in this
diagram are on the whole accepted by many researchers.

where 1/3 is slab aspect ratio. Periodic boundary
conditions are adopted so that the small simulated area
may be repeatedly copied to represent the whole dune field
like a mosaic.
The first step in the algorithm is to randomly choose a
site (i, j ), from which a single slab is considered to be
eroded and then transported downwind in the +x direction.
The distance moved is a specific number of lattice sites
L(i, j ). L(i, j ) is a site-dependent, rounded-down integer,
whose definition is given below. The transported slab is
then deposited on top of the slab pile at the new site (i+L(i,
j ), j ) with a probability (P ). If the slab is not deposited at
this site, it is transported farther (bouncing ) to the site
(i+L(i, j )+L(i+L(i, j ), j ), j ), and is deposited again with a
certain probability. This procedure continues until the slab
is eventually deposited at a site. Based on Bagnold’s
observation that saltating sand grains are more likely to
bounce on a stony surface than on a sandy surface
(Bagnold, 1941 pp36 –37), the deposition probability at
sites with at least one slab is set higher ðPs ¼ 0:6Þ than the
probability at sites without a slab ðPns ¼ 0:4Þ: Furthermore, the concept of a shadow or lee zone downwind of
dunes is introduced (Fig. 3(b)), in which no erosion occurs
and the deposition probability is unity at any site within
the lee zone, i.e. Ps ¼ Pns ¼ 1:0: This shadow zone is
taken as 158 from the dune crest, corresponding to the reattachment point downwind which is roughly four times as
long as the dune height from the dune (Frank and Kocurek,
1996a). Together with this wind-directional transport,
avalanching occurs at the place of the steepest descent if
the number of slabs between any neighbouring sites
differs by three, which is equivalent to the angle of repose
of 33.78 for the nearest neighbouring sites and 25.28 for the
second nearest, respectively (Fig. 3(c)).
The increase in shear velocity over a dune can be
formulated by adding terms to the original transport
length, which are related to the surface height:
(
Lði; jÞ ¼

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF A DUNE
FIELD
To model the formation and migration of free dunes we
consider a model based on a discrete three-dimensional
space. Consider a two-dimensional lattice labelled (i, j )
(Fig. 3(a)); dune height is measured obliquely out of the
page. This portion of space is assumed to be a typical
section within a dune field.
To achieve good results using modest computational
time we use simplified algorithms to monitor state space
variations. Here we assume that the dune field consists of
three-dimensionally discrete sand slabs (Fig. 3(a)).
Consequently the height (h(i, j )) is discrete and

L0 þ C 1 ðhði; jÞ 2 href Þ þ C 2 ðhði; jÞ 2 href Þ2

ðhði; jÞ $ href Þ

L0 þ C 1 ðhði; jÞ 2 href Þ

ðhði; jÞ , href Þ

;

ð1Þ
where L0, C1 and C2 are constants, (i, j ) is the
erosion/ongoing “bounce” site and href is the reference
number of slabs. The linear term C1 in Eq. (1) controls the
windward surface slope and produces an asymmetric dune
profile as in nature, whereas the non-linear term regulates
dune height (Momiji et al., 2000. The reference number of
slabs (href) is defined here as

href ðtÞ ¼ havg 2

1
2L2s

ðLs 21;L
Xs 21Þ
ði;jÞ¼ð0;0Þ

jhði; j; tÞ 2 havg j;
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where Ls £ Ls ; is the lattice size. The second term of the
right-hand side of this equation expresses how many slabs
at a site on average incorporate dunes construction both
erosionally and depositionally. In the simulation time
denoted by t is the number of lattice sites that have been
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polled for slab erosion divided by the number of surface
lattice sites ðLs £ Ls Þ:
Figure 4 shows how the lattice is adjusted to model a
dune field with bi- or multi-directional wind. When the
wind is initially blowing parallel to the i axis, and then
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FIGURE 3 Lattice model configuration and algorithms: (a) winddirectional sand transport, (b) shadow zone and (c) avalanching. In the
shadow zone no erosion occurs and the deposition probability is 1.0.

changes its direction with angle of u from i axis, the lattice
is rotated by an angle u keeping the topography
unchanged:
i ¼ ðinew 2 Ls =2Þ cos u 2 ðjnew 2 Ls =2Þ sin u þ Ls =2
j ¼ ðinew 2 Ls =2Þ sin u þ ðjnew 2 Ls =2Þ cos u þ Ls =2

FIGURE 4 Modelling scheme for a dune field where the wind changes
direction. The lattice is rotated in response to the wind directional change.
After the rotation, neighbouring sites are checked to see if they break the
angle-of-repose criterion.

an optimal rotation (pivot) centre for each wind-direction
change, which is usually different from ðLs =2; Ls =2Þ; such
a difference in number of slabs can be reduced to the order
of 0.1% with modest additional computational time. This
is a practical remedy. An ideal solution is to use an
infinitely large lattice (i.e. Ls ! +1) to increase
uniformity in spatial distribution of dunes.

hðinew ; jnew Þ ¼ hði; jÞ:
Consequently, the wind always blows parallel to the i
axis. After the rotation, we check whether any
neighbouring sites break the angle-of-repose criterion.
The drawback of this scheme is that the number of slabs is
not conserved. If the average number of slabs (havg) is
small, the situation is worse. In the case of havg ¼ 2:0 the
difference between the initial and the final numbers of
slabs after t ¼ 1500 is about 10%. However, if we choose

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pattern and Sand Availability
Table I shows parameters used in the simulations that
follow. In the model, sand availability is defined as the
average number of slabs per site (havg) taken over all sites.
In Fig. 5 we show the results of a simulation of t ¼ 1500

TABLE I Simulation parameters
Parameter
lattice size:
slab aspect ratio
angle of repose
to the nearest neighbour
to the second nearest neighbour
shadow zone angle
transport length at the reference height
shear-velocity-increase:
linear coefficient
non-linear coefficient
erosion probability:
outside shadow zone
in shadow zones
deposition probability:
outside shadow zone:
with at least a slab
without a slab
in shadow zones

Value
Ls £ Ls ¼ 1024 £ 1024
1/3
¼ffiffi 33:78
tan21 ð2=3Þ p
tan21 ð2=3= 2Þ ¼ 25:28
158
L0 ¼ 5 (unless specified in the text)
C1 ¼ 0:4
C2 ¼ 0:002
same at every site
0.0
Ps ¼ 0:6
Pns ¼ 0:4
Ps ¼ Pns ¼ 1:0
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FIGURE 5 Different types of dune simulated with various sand availabilities (havg); (a) 2.0, (b) 7.0 and (c) 20.0. All simulations started with an almost
flat surface. The contour interval is h ¼ 5:

beginning with an almost flat surface. As havg increases,
the dune field changes from no pattern ðhavg # 1:1Þ to
barchan dunes shown in Fig. 5(a) for havg ¼ 2:0; then to
laterally connected barchan dunes (Fig. 5(b), havg ¼ 7:0),
and finally to transverse dunes (Fig. 5(c), havg ¼ 20:0Þ.
The laterally connected barchan dunes are more sinuous
than the transverse dunes formed in an infinitely deep sand
field. The change from barchan dunes to transverse dunes
in response to the increase of sand availability coincides
with field observations (Livingstone and Warren 1996
Figure 5 22, Fig. 2 in this paper).
Characteristics of each pattern can be extracted through
^ jÞÞ: The Fourier
the Fourier transform ðhði; jÞ ! hði;
components which are not thought to contribute to the
^
^ 0Þ are all excluded. As sand
pattern h(0,j
) and hði;
availability increases, the wavelength in the i direction
decreases. For an infinitely deep sand field, the first peak is
78.8, and the second is 102.4. Transverse dune systems

formed in an infinitely deep sand field are more regular
than that with inter-dune bare surfaces. The intensity ratio
of the first peak to the second peak is higher when havg $
20:0 than when havg ¼ 10:0:
There is a sudden transition from no pattern to a pattern
of isolated dunes without distinct asymmetry or a slip face,
namely dome dunes. This transition was checked by using
15 different sets of simulations. Table II shows the
resulting maximum number of slabs (hmax), for sand
availability (havg) values of 1.1 and 1.2. In all simulations
with an average number of slabs per site (havg) of 1.1, no
pattern was formed, whereas for havg of 1.2, isolated dunes
formed in all simulations. The threshold thus lies between
havg of 1.1 and 1.2. As sand availability increases further
to havg ¼ 2:0; these dome dunes gradually change to
barchan dunes.
If, rather than starting with an almost flat surface, we
start with an initial surface consisting of barchan dunes,
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TABLE II Maximum dune height when sand availabilities are below and above the threshold

Simulation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

hmaxðhavg ¼ 1:1Þ
hmaxðhavg ¼ 1:2Þ

5
23

5
25

5
22

4
24

5
25

5
25

4
21

5
22

5
23

4
24

4
24

4
26

4
25

4
24

5
22

they remain as features even when the sand availability is
less than the previously determined threshold.
In the following numerical experiments, the simulation
time (t ) is 3000, the first half ðt # 1500Þ of this time being
for the initial barchan dunes creation. At t ¼ 1500 half of
the slabs at every site were removed, and then simulations
were resumed. That is at t ¼ 1500 we reduced the barchan
dunes to half their height, with a corresponding reduction
in the steepness of the windward surfaces. The initial sand
availability ðhavg ðt # 1500ÞÞ was varied from 1.2 to 2.0.
Table III shows the sand availabilities (havg) for t # 1500
and for t $ 1500; the resulting maximum number of slabs
(hmax) and the patterns at t ¼ 3000: “N” and “D” represent
no pattern and the pattern with (barchan) dunes,
respectively. Dunes did not disappear completely, even
with the sand availability less than the threshold.
However, many of these dunes are not strongly
asymmetric in their wind-directional shape, and do not
have distinct slip faces. In the region below the threshold,
the system can be said to be bistable, i.e. both no pattern
and the pattern with isolated (dome/barchan) dunes can
exist, depending on the initial surface morphology. To
check if there is another threshold in sand availability,
below which initially placed barchan dunes disappear,
more simulations are necessary.

without interaction with neighbouring dunes, a barchan
dune cannot maintain its shape during its downwind
migration.
The dune labelled * in Fig. 6 is about 30 slabs
( ¼ 10 l.u.; lattice units) high, and migrates about 500 l.u.
in a period of t ¼ 100: A 10-m barchan dune is known to
migrate typically 20 m annually Cooke et al., 1993, Figure
23.24). Considering both these dynamics, temporal and
spatial scales in the model can be estimated as follows:
1 l:u: ¼ 1 m
4t ¼ 1 year:

ð2Þ

Table IV shows the relation between dune pattern and
the slab transport length (L0) at the reference height. Sand
availability (havg) is 2.0. When the wind is too strong
ðL0 ¼ 50Þ; an almost flat surface appears. On the other
hand, when the wind is weak ðL0 ¼ 2Þ; the dunes are low.
Both these results support earlier analyses (Momiji and
Warren, 2000; Momiji and Bishop, 2001). Sand flux (q )
on the level surface can be related to the slab transport
length (L0) at the reference height as follows (Nishimori
et al., 1998, Momiji et al., 2000):
q ¼ ½L30 =3½g½L0 =½t;

Dune Migration and Scales in the Model
To estimate the scaling of length and time in our model we
consider the downwind migration of barchan dunes. We
fix the sand availability (havg) at 2.0. Figure 6(a) shows a
barchan dune field which appeared from an almost flat
surface after t ¼ 1500: While Fig. 6(b) shows the field
with all other dunes removed except the one marked with a
* in Fig. 6(a). To view migration of the complete dune
field, in Fig. 6(c) we plot the field t ¼ 100 later, i.e. t ¼
1600: Whereas in Fig. 6(d) we plot the corresponding
migration of the isolated dune of Fig. 6(b) after a further
t ¼ 100: From (a) and (c), the barchan dunes are found to
be migrate downwind without changing their individual
shapes or the alignment (the two dunes at the bottom show
a partially connected transient form). This is cooperative
motion, and as seen in the migration from (b) to (d),

ð3Þ

where g is the bulk sand density (1961 kg m23) for quartz
sand with the lowest porosity in theory (0.26, see for
example Pye and Tsoar (1990)), which gives the highest
estimation for the sand flux (q ). From Eqs. (2) and (3),
the sand flux (q ) for L0 ¼ 1 is calculated as 8:3 £
1025 kg m21 s21 ; which is less than 10% of values
observed for a reversing dune by Walker (1999). Table IV
predicts that if the sand flux is small enough, no dunes
emerge, i.e. a threshold in sand flux exists. When L0 ¼ 3
dune migration speed is about 60% of that when L0 ¼ 5:

Patterns in a bi-directional Wind Regime
Once we know the time scale in the model, we can
simulate a dune field in which the wind direction changes
seasonally, a common situation in nature. Figure 7 shows

TABLE III Conservation of the initial dune pattern below the threshold in sand availability ("N" and "D" represent no pattern and the pattern with
(barchan) dunes, respectively)
havg(t # 1500)

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2.0

havg(t $ 1500)
hmax
pattern

0.43
3
N

0.59
19
D

0.65
21
D

0.70
23
D

0.75
23
D

0.79
25
D

0.82
27
D

0.75
24
D

0.95
27
D
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FIGURE 6 Downwind migration of barchan dunes. (a) Barchan dune field appeared from a almost flat surface after t ¼ 1500: (b) A selected barchan
dune from (a). All others are removed. (c) Barchan dune field of t ¼ 100 after (a). (d) The barchan dune of t ¼ 100 after (b).

the relation between the dune type and the formative
environment, the latter is comprised of an annual wind
directional change and sand availability. Wind direction
changes every half a year ðt ¼ 2Þ: Sand availability and the
angle between two directions of wind (havg, u ) are (a)
(100.0, 608), (b) (100.0, 1208), (c) (2.0, 608) and (d) (2.0,
1208). In a dune filed with a limited amount of sand,
different types of barchan dunes appear, depending on the
angle between two wind directions (u ). When the angle is
608, barchan dunes similar to transverse dunes appear,
whereas when the angle is 1208, barchan dunes similar to
star dunes with three crest lines appear. In a dune field
with ample sand, the dune type changes significantly as
the angle changes. When the angle is 608, transverse dunes
appear, whereas when the angle is 1208, linear dunes
appear. The same transition between transverse dunes and
linear dunes associated with wind directional change was
also found in the modelling studies of Werner (1995) and

Nishimori et al. (1998) and was theoretically predicted by
Rubin and Hunter (1987).
Figure 2 shows the summary of dune types against sand
availability and wind directional change. Simulated results
are embedded in the empirical diagram compiled by
TABLE IV Dune pattern and the slab transport length (L0) at the
reference height
L0

Dune pattern

hmin

hmax

0
1
2
3
4
5
10
25
50

No pattern
No pattern
Low transverse dunes
Barchan dunes
Barchan dunes
Barchan dunes
dome-like barchan dunes
A few dome dunes
No pattern

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
5
7
34
40
40
31
15
8
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FIGURE 7 Dune types and wind directional change. Sand availability and angle between two directions of wind (havg, u ) are (a) (100.0, 608), (b)
(100.0, 1208), (c) (2.0, 608) and (d) (2.0, 1208).

Livingstone and Warren (1996 Figure 5.22). For an
infinitely deep sand field, the model correctly matches
nature. In a dune field with a limited amount of sand, the
simulated results resemble the empirically compiled
knowledge, yet more theoretical and field studies are
called for especially for strongly bi-directional wind
environments.

Considering the difficulties in calculating wind flow over a
complex desert dune field, these simple and phenomenological models are thought to be very promising minimal
models. It is shown that by introducing physics-based
modifications into the algorithm, dunes more resembling
nature are produced.
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